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EveryoneÃ¯Â¿Â½s favorite Cajun, Justin Wilson, has cooked up a collection of mouth-watering

temptations. Many of the recipes featured have been demonstrated on JustinÃ¯Â¿Â½s PBS show.

Photographs show JustinÃ¯Â¿Â½s dishes in various stages of preparation.
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I think it says something that the bad review above is from LA and the good one from Houston. This

is Louisianna country cooking at it's finest and it is supposed to be salty and spicy and the cajun

tales, just like my grandfather used to tell while working the grill out back, are an integral part of the

experience. Anyhow, I grew up with this cookbook in the house and recommend it to one and all.

If you like Fried turkey, "dirty rice" and a host of other great cajun delights. This is the cookbook for

you. Many laughs are tucked away in each page as well.

Look....If you have dietary restrictions, or you just love boring, bland dead tasting food, Uncle

Justin's cooking isn't your cup of tea. If you don't understand Justin's comedy, I feel sorry for you,

but that is also a matter of taste. Justin encouraged "imagination and common sense in the proper

proportions. " This is yet another great cookbook from someone who understands the true joy of

good cooking friends and family, I've been cooking Cajun and Southern food for 35 years and

Justin's books and recipe framework is a true inspiration.A wonderful boost for those of us who were



"Grill & Smoker challenged"

This type of shared experiance only shows the professional character of Mr. Wilson.Many cooking

books ond videos show you the ingrediants and some of the method, thistype of "secret"

presentation really helps nobody except the market that sold the foodsas you usually end up with

low-standard product.You can't go wrong with Justin!

This was a great find and I feel lucky. . There are some real treasures out there from those before

us andthis is one of them.The book is a excellent resource for anyone who wants to know how real

Cajun food shouldbe and Justin Wilson was the kind of person you would love to have for a

neighbor. I plan on trying to buyall of his books and most of them can be purchased through .

Anyone can follow the recipes,theingredients are common, and everybody loves it......I recommend

any would be cook try to get their hands on a copy........

All of the recipes I have sampled from this book (as all of Justin Wilson's books) have been very

good to excellent.

Recipes in this book are for what I call "comfort" food; and the pictures and anecdotes are comfoting

as well, for those that miss watching JW's cooking shows, and listening to his stories.

This is one of the best cookbooks I have found for outdoor festivities and large crowds. I have tried

many of the recipes in this book and have not had a bad experience with any of them.
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